Large scale genome sequencing projects present a unique set of problems not found in smaller sequencing efforts. Key to the succe%8 of large sequencing efforts, such as the Human Genome Program, are the mathematical and computational tools for organizing and analyzing large quantities of genetic sequence data. In this paper we describe a package for handling fragment assembly problems that arise in large scale sequencing projects that employ random (shotgun) strategies. We have developed a package of dynamic data structures and algorithms for assembling and maintaining fragments. The system is unique in that it maintains the layout information for the fragment assembly in a set of dynamic data structures that permit new data to be very quickly added and analysis to be carried out at any point in the assembly process.
Introduction
Large scale genome sequencing projects present a unique set of problems not found in smaller sequencing efforts. Key to their success are mathematical 
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and computational tools for organizing and analyzing large quantities of genetic sequence data. This is particularly true when random techniques, such as shotgun sequencing, are used. The goal of our research is to provide a fragment assembly package geared directly to the problems encountered by large sequencing projects that employ random (shotgun) strategies.
Current technology limits the direct sequencing of DNA sequences to fragments of approximately 500 bases. Thus, when sequencing longer strands it is necessary to break the long sequences into many short fragments, sequence these fragments, and from them reconstruct the longer sequence. In a large genome project this is actually a multi-level process. For instance in the E. coli genome project at the University of Wisconsin, first the entire bacterial DNA is cut into several hundred pieces (the A-clones) with sizes ranging from 15 to 20 thousand bases. These cuts are done in well determined locations, for instance by using restriction enzymes, and can be reproduced. Then each X-clone is broken up into fragments of length 500 to 1000 bases by a random process (sonication or French press). The resulting fragments are short enough to permit direct sequencing. After sequencing the fragment data is assembled to reconstruct the information in each X-clone. If the random process of fragmentation leaves gaps in the coverage of a A-clone either more random fragments are sequenced, or directed methods (eg. vector flipping or PCR) are used to sequence across the gaps.
The cost of sequencing projects is significantly influenced by the accuracy of fragment assembly programs and the ease with which researchers can interact with the alignment program to add additional data, obtain feedback on the sequencing process, edit the alignment, and analyze the consensus sequence for features of biological significance. This is because much of the post alignment analysis and editing must be done by highly trained researchers. The package that we have developed is geared to large projects where data is produced, assembled, and analyzed as an ongoing process.
In next section (Section 2) we describe the overall structure of our dynamic alignment package. Subsections briefly describe some of the more interesting algorithmic aspects of the package. Section 3 discusses implementation issues and recounts some of our experience parallelizing portions of the package. In Section 4 we discuss on going work, and in an appendix we provide an example of an alignment produced by the package.
A Dynamic Alignment Package for Fragment Assembly
Our fragment assembly package consists of a collection of modules that can interact as subroutines of a main program or as individual programs that pass information through files. Figure 1 depicts the interaction among the modules. In overall design our package works much as other fragment assembly packages. Initially, in our prepass phase, fragments are compared pairwise to determine which fragments exhibit some similarity. Fragments are then grouped into clusters of seemingly similar fragments. At this point ambiguous fragments may be placed in more than one cluster. A layout data structure is then constructed for each cluster. The layout data structure is the primary data structure of the entire fragment assembly package and the structure on which all subsequent processing occurs. These structures can be merged, consensus sequences can be computed from them, and statistical analysis can be done on the sequences in structures.
Below we give a somewhat more detailed description of each module.
Preprocessing the Fragments
The first phase of the alignment process, called prepass, performs a pairwise comparison for every pair of fragments (and their reverse complements) to compute an estimate of pairwise similarity. This calculation is done by sliding a window of fixed size across each fragment and hashing the words encountered into a binary hash table. No attempt is made to resolve collisions in this hashing process. Thus, for each fragment (and its complement) a bit vector representing the hash table is constructed. [20] . In [lo] we present an empirical study, as well as, a theoretical derivation of the back prediction method used in our prepass strategy.
The output from the prepass module is used to is* late fragments with significant overlap and reduce the problem by screening out dissimilar fragments, obviating the need to try and align fragments that are completely unrelated.
Grouping Fragments into Clusters
The next step in the process is to cluster like fragments. This is done by constructing a fragment layout using a range tree like representation of an interval graph. An independent set is then calculated for this graph. The elements of the independent set are used to cluster the fragments. A cluster is formed for each element of the independent set and consists of all fragments that show sufficient similarity to the independent set member as computed by the prepass program.
Clustering allows us to gracefully handle the problem of projects that initially assemble into multiple contigs due to lack of coverage, and permits us to partition the data to run in parallel and on smaller machines.
The use of interval graphs in computational genetics is hardly new. For the fragment assembly problem the algorithms of Peltola et al, [21] , were perhaps the first to explicitly use the properties of interval graphs. Our representation of the graphs using trees of the form encountered in computational geometry problems is new. The manner in which the trees are constructed provides the algorithm with a very nice feature. As each fragment (or its complement) is inserted in the tree we verify the consistency of the overlap information computed by the prepass process. In the case of repetitive fragments an inconsistency will appear at this point. Our algorithms allow us to flag such fragments and insert them in more than one cluster. After the layout data structure is constructed and additional alignment information is available, the fragment can be retained in the location where it aligns best and removed from other locations.
Ordering Fragments within Clusters
The fragments in each cluster must be linearly ordered for construction of the fragment layout data structures. The ordering used is obtained from a maximum spanning tree algorithm applied to each cluster. A point worth noting is that while the maximumspanning tree is unique in a theoretical sense, in a practical sense it is not. The similarity matrix computed by the prepass does not give an exact overlap between fragments. Furthermore, different methods of computing the maximum spanning tree (most notably, building the tree out from a single root versus building the tree by constructing small trees that merge) result in different linear orderings of the fragments in a cluster. We have implemented both of the standard methods and our initial results show that when coverage is poor the later method results in better layouts.
Constructing the Layout Data Structures
The layout data structure is the primary data structure in the system. It is illustrated pictorially in Figure 2 . This figure shows two fragments, TC-CAAATCGA and TTCAATGCA, which have been aligned and put into a linked list such that common bases share nodes of the structure.
All of the fragments from a cluster are inserted into a single layout data structure using the ordering produced earlier. Each fragment is inserted relative to the fragment it is closest to in the maximumspanning tree. A module similar to FASTA produces co-ordinates of exact overlap between the fragments. Subfragments which align exactly share nodes in the data structure.
The nodes of the data structure actually have a rather complicated structure. They contain information about the fragments and also information that aids in traversing the structure and computing statistical information about the alignment. We can also use information stored in the nodes to distinguish between fragments from the assembly project and fragments that a user may insert for other reasons. For instance, it may be useful to insert fragments obtained from a genome database. These fragments may be useful for comparison or to pull together contigs with low coverage, but they must be identified so that they do not influence the consensus sequence.
Two important things should be noted about the layout data structures. First, the layout data structure captures many of the overlaps between sequence fragments however many overlaps may go undetected.
Second, while the data structure does provide an alignment of the fragments we do not view the data structure 'as a full base-by-base alignment of all sequences. Instead further procedures are used to modify and refine the alignment to produce a consensus sequence. These include the coalescing and merging procedures, and a multiway alignment procedure for computing consensus sequences.
Figure 2: Layout Data Structure
The collection of modules described below all use the layout data structure.
Coalesce and Merge
These procedures allow us to merge two layout data structures which share fragments, and to further align regions of the data structures. The problems solved by both of these procedures are in theory NP-complete. Thus, the algorithms that we use are heuristics. The coalescing algorithm combines a topological traversal of the layout data structure with a hashing method similar to the prepass algorithm. The merging algorithm relys on common sequences from two layout data structures to produce a combined structure.
Producing a Consensus Sequence
A unique feature of our assembly package is that the alignment produced in the layout data structure does not represent a consensus sequence. Instead a further procedure is used to refine the data structure alignment to produce a consensus sequence. The reasons for this design decision were twofold. First, in large sequencing projects data is often produced over a period of weeks, or even months. As new data is produced the layout data structures can easily be updated. At any point analysis can be done on the information at hand by using the analysis module, or building a consensus sequence that represents the existing data. Second, and perhaps more importantly, by separating the process of determining an initial alignment and process of computing a consensus sequence we allow several different methods for determining consensus sequences to be used and compared. This also permits the researcher to be more mathematically and computationally rigorous in stating the method used for producing consensus sequences.
Consensus finding is done using a multiway dynamic programming scheme. This is computationally feasible because the alignment done in constructing the layout data structures has reduced the dimensionality of the problem. The dynamic programming scheme that we use is similar to an on-line algorithm. We do not present the entire information from the data structure for alignment at one time. Instead a topological traversal of the data structure is used to divide fragments into subfragments based on the location of junction nodes in the data structure. The alignment is done in a left to right fashion with the algorithm forced to produce output soon after it processes each junction. Fragments can be moved left or right relative to their position in the data structure and gaps can be inserted, each subject to a penalty.
Statistical Analysis of the Sequence Data
The analysis package is a collection of statistical routines that were developed along side the assembly package ([ll]). It handles input data in the form of layout data structures, as well as consensus sequence files. The tools provided are in two groups: tools for analyzing consensus sequences and tools for analyzing fragment assembly projects. ([9] ). In addition, dinucleotide frequencies can be analyzed within the sequence. For analyzing the sequencing project modules are provide to compute the depth of fragment coverage, and analyze the randomness of the fragment distribution. These modules interface with the GNU Plot graphing routines to produce graphical output.
Implementations and Experimental
All of our algorithms are implemented in the C programming language and run on platforms such as the SUN and DEC workstations. In addition, some of the modules have been implemented to run on a Sequent Symmetry multiprocessor. Using a DEC 3100 workstation a project of 500 fragments can be assembled into a layout data structure in less than 15 minutes. The majority of this time is spent in the prepass and data structure construction modules.
In the subsections below we describe one example assembly, and we discuss very briefly the parallel implement at ions.
Results

An Example Assembly
The appendix, which follows, contains a small section taken from an assembly. The first two pages show output produced by a topological traversal of the layout data structure. Since the fragments in this assembly spanned a region of several thousand bases, we have shown only a short initial segment from the data structure. As the reader can easily see, the fragments align fairly well. However, two types of misalignments can be seen. First, when insertions or deletions have occurred in fragments these result in paths in the data structure of varying lengths. The topological traversal algorithm simply left justifies sequences (relative to the data structure's last junction point). Thus, misalignments are printed that are not present in the internal data structure representation. Second, since the alignment methods used to build the data structure are based on methods which consider only local regions of fragments some true misalignments can occur. These are most commonly seen at the beginning, or the end, of a fragment. We rely on the multiway alignment package to correct these errors.
The second inclusion in the appendix is a small example of input and output for the multiway alignment algorithm, and an example of the message passing structure developed to implement dynamic programming as an on-line algorithm.
Parallel Implementations
To provide better interactive response two phases of the assembly process have been implemented for the Sequent Symmetry multiprocessor: the prepass and the building of the data structures.
The parallelization of the prepass phase is a straightforward case of data partitioning, i.e., each processor executes the same (or very similar) code using different data. If we have n fragments and p processors, we assign about n / p fragments to each processor to build the bit vectors, and then each processor computes the entries of about n / p rows of the n x n matrix which holds the final answer.
Initial experimentation shows that the parallel version of the program exhibits good scaling properties, with the time for p processors being very close to the time for 1 processor divided by p .
The layout data structure construction algorithm was parallelized using a divide and conquer method that results naturally from the clustering phase of the assembly. Each cluster is assigned its own processor to construct the data structure. Unfortunately, this method somewhat restricts the amount of speed up that can be obtained -we can only expect the program to run as fast as it takes for one processor to build a data structure from the largest cluster of fragments. Furthermore, when the number of clusters exceeds the number of processors, it is necessary to implement a work queue.
Preliminary tests were run using two different groups of clusters constructed from E. coli sequencing projects. Each group of clusters was run on the Sequent in parallel, on the Sequent sequentially, and on a DECstation 3100 sequentially. The first group contained a variable number of fragments in each cluster, ranging from 2 fragments to 29 fragments. The second group of clusters had a more uniform number of fragments in each cluster, approximately 20 fragments for each cluster. The number of clusters ranged from 1 to 15.
Significant speed ups were obtained for these data sets.' However, the overhead for the algorithm is significant and we did not see the near linear speed up seen for the prepass algorithm. For the larger projects tested the speed up was approximately a factor of 3.5.
Future Work
Several research projects remain. Further analysis of the maximum spanning tree algorithms is needed, we would like to present a theoretical model of the on-line version of dynamic programming, and finally parallel implementations on a CM-5 are currently under way.
